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BACKGROUND

ost of us are familiar with the original Seven QC Tools, those are check sheets, graphs,
histograms, Pareto diagrams, cause & effect diagram, scatter diagrams and control

charts. These tools have proved to be extremely effective instruments for data collection and
analysis, process control and quality improvement. These tools are so simple to understand
and use, that they are regularly used by workplace supervisor, QC circles leaders as well as
by specialist QC staff and there is little doubt that these tools will continue to be widely used.
However these tools are mainly applied on numerical data. So the need of some tools for
organizing the verbal data was felt. As a result of this, a committee with the aim of developing
new QC tools was set up in April 1972 with the affiliation of the Japanese Scientists and
Engineers (JUSE). The committee announced the results of its research in 1977 in the form
of a new set of methods called The Seven New Q.C Tools or Seven Management & Planning
Tools.

The Seven New Q.C Tools are specially designed for sorting out verbal data, putting complex
problems into solvable form, simulating creativity, and ensuring that nothing is left out when
planning. They are rapidly gaining acceptance as a valuable asset in the campaign for total
quality and are widely used by managers and staff in all departments from R & D through
production to after-sales service. These tools are designed to supplement existing Q.C Tools
and methods and not to replace them.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to provide an easy introduction of the Seven New QC Tools and
familiarize with the practical implementation of these tools especially in problem solving and
planning purposes.

This paper includes

1- Significance of the Seven New QC Tools
2- Role of these tools in Total Quality Management
3- An overview of the tools
4- Tips for successfully using these tools
5- Benefits of these tools
6- Conclusion

M
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1. SIGNIFICANCE OF T HE SEVEN NEW QC TOOLS

he Seven New QC Tools differ from the conventional basic Seven QC Tools, which are
used mainly for analyzing numerical data (data based on facts, not fancy). However

facts cannot always be adequately expressed by numerical data alone. For example,
suppose that a washing machine is being redesigned. Its purchasers are dissatisfied,
complaining that it is difficult to use because its control are poorly positioned. The new
model’s designers should incorporate this information in the new design. Users may also
have opinions about the machine’s styling, color, and other characteristics as well as its
convenience of use. Many such customer requirements cannot be expressed numerically,
only verbally. Nevertheless, even verbal statements can be expressions of facts, because it
represents facts, we ought to use verbal data as well as numerical data in managing quality.
The Seven New QC Tools act as a new kind of driving force propelling quality management
in fresh directions as we enter the age of total quality.

The Seven New Q.C Tools are Affinity diagrams, Relation diagrams, Tree diagrams, Matrix
diagrams, Priorities matrix, Arrow diagrams and Process decision program charts. When
properly used in various combinations, they can dramatically increase the effectiveness of
many TQM activities. They are also compatible with the original seven tools, in fact they
complement them. When used together, the two sets of tools can greatly assist the promotion
of total quality.

The Seven New QC Tools are very effective in problems solving and improving the planning
process. Imagine that if someone is given the task of improving the efficiency of his
company’s accounting procedures. As soon as he sits down to think about it, numerous
questions come to mind:

♦ What does efficiency mean?
♦ Exactly what procedures need to be made more efficient?
♦ What are the particular problems with each of these procedures?
♦ Do the company’s formal training programs and on-the-job training need to be

improved?
♦ What about recent developments in office automation?

The issue seems to have endless ramifications.

Like this one, many of the problems we encounter in life are amorphous and complex. Before
we can find a solution, we have to define the problem, identify its causes-and-effect
relationships, and put it into solvable form. Before we can even start the problem-solving
process, we have to create order out of chaos.
When people try to tackle fuzzy, intractable problems without the aid of the Seven New QC
Tools, they often get bogged down in the frustrating situation. The Seven New QC Tools
makes it easy to clarify the situation, establish a plan, and get to the heart of the problem. It
also makes it easier to explain the situation to others and secure their cooperation.

1.1       SIGNIFICANCE IN PROBLEM SOLVING

It is very important that everyone cooperates to solve problems. For this to work effectively, it
is essential for all the members of a group to share their thoughts, pool their knowledge, and
eager to solve the problem. The Seven New QC Tools, help this process by using easily

T
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understood diagrams to organize both verbal and numerical data. Figure 1 shows what
happens when a group gets together to determine how to tackle a problem. It illustrates how
each member shares his or her knowledge with the whole group and how the group
exercises collective creativity and imagination in generating problem-solving ideas.

Self

Others
Known Unknown

Known Ê Ì

Unknown Ë Í

Fig. 1 The Importance of Pooling Knowledge in problem solving

1.2 SIGNIFICANCE IN PLANNING

Figure 2 illustrates the importance of planning in solving problems. The horizontal line at the
bottom shows how allowing sufficient time for Planning (P) decreases the amount of time
needed for checking (C) and corrective action (A) after completion of the Do (D) phase. The
bottom line represents the ideal situation and illustrates that proper planning is most
important. The top horizontal line illustrates what happens when not enough time is allowed
for planning. So much time is required for checking and corrective action that the overall time
taken to complete a job increases dramatically. This is the type of situation we should avoid.

A single individual or department only possesses the knowledge represented by
Squares 1 and 2.
Trying to solve problems alone is not very effective.

When others join in, the knowledge represented by Square 3 is added to that
represented by Squares 1 and 2. This is why it is important to tackle problems as a
group.

With repeated use of the Seven New QC Tools, the group begins to generate
ideas and starts to develop the knowledge represented by Square 4.
It is important to keep on trying.

When first using the Seven New QC Tools, do so in the behalf that repeated
practice will turn you from a person who merely thinks into a creative individual
capable of generating fresh ideas and approaches.
Practice makes perfect.
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Actual practice usually falls somewhere between these best and worst cases. However,
every effort should be made to bring the line down as far as possible. As techniques for
organizing verbal data (including information on similar problems that have occurred in the
past), the Seven New QC Tools can be extremely effective in improving the planning
process.

Fig. 2 The Importance of Planning in Solving Problems

2. THE ROLE OF THESE TOOLS IN TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Today quality control is undergoing a major transformation through its evolution into Total
Quality Management (TQM), it is involving people in every department and at all levels.
Although quality was traditionally the exclusive province of Quality Control Department but it
has now became everyone’s business. The Seven New Q.C Tools or the Seven
Management & Planning Tools are exactly what is needed to meet the demands of new total
quality era.

Human resource development is essential for attaining the goals of TQM, because
developing people is the secret of improving a company’s internal environment. The aim is to
create a culture and organization in which all employees constantly use their heads, generate
ideas, and exercise their abilities in the total quality activities.

Figure 3 lists the seven main objectives of cultural and organizational reform together with
seven keys to achieving these goals. The figure also shows the relationship between these
keys and the functions of the Seven New QC Tools.

Some undesirable characteristics that TQM attempts to correct are copycatting (forgetting
that an approach that was successful once does not always work the second time), the
complacent all’s well that-ends well attitude (neglecting the process as long as the results are
acceptable), trying to be all things to all people, and doing alone. TQM tries to eliminate such
tendencies and stimulate people to think for themselves.

To achieve this, it is important to view problems from a broad prospective, prioritize
objectives, and involve everyone in the search for solutions. It is also important to tackle
improvements proactively by forestalling potential problems. The Seven New QC Tools are
extremely helpful for making these kinds of changes to a company’s culture (see fig. 3)

A
C

     D

P

    Time or Labor-hours
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Figure 3 The Seven New QC Tools and organizational Reform through TQM

The Seven New QC Tools are very useful in strengthening creativity and originality and
building the kind of thinking culture that is now required in pursuing total quality. When using
these tools, the secret is to continue adding information to the diagrams until everyone is
happy with them. Draw and redraw the diagrams until everyone clearly understand the
problem. The idea is to ensure that everyone becomes actively involved in solving the
problem, thinks hard about it, and generates plenty of ideas. The experience of generating
ideas leading to the solution of problems builds people’s self confidence and encourages
them to address even more difficult topics in future. This is excellent practice for
strengthening the personal characteristics that form the basis of effective problem solving
within TQM.

1- Affinity diagrams

2- Relations diagrams

3- Tree diagrams

4- Matrix diagrams

5- Priorities matrix

6- Arrow diagrams

7- Process decision program charts

The Seven New QC Tools

Establish a culture that:

1- Identifies problems

2- Looks for the root causes of the
problems

3- Gives great important to planning

4- Stresses the importance of the process

5- Prioritize tasks

6- Encourages everyone to think
systematically

7- Gets things right the first time

Seven objectives of cultural
and organization reform

1- Assess the existing situation from
various angles

2- Involve everyone

3- Clarify the desired situation

4- Prioritize tasks effectively

5- Proceed systematically

6- Anticipate future events

7- Change proactivity

Seven keys to cultural and
organization reform

1- Organize verbal data

2- Generate ideas

3- Improve planning

4- Eliminate errors and omissions

5- Explain problems intelligibly

6- Secure full cooperation

7- Persuade powerfully

Functions of the Seven New QC
Tools
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3.   AN OVERVIEW OF THE TOOLS

The Seven New QC Tools or Management and Planning tools are

a) Affinity diagram
b) Relation diagram
c) Tree diagram
d) Matrix diagram
e) Priorities matrix
f) Arrow diagram
g) Process decision program charts

A)-  AFFINITY DIAGRAM

The affinity diagrams are used to reduce the number of ideas generated by different
members/ groups to a workable number of ideas by consensus. They systematically identify
the facts of a confused, unknown situation.

Figure 4 describes the affinity diagram and its method of construction and key points in
constructing the diagram.

Figure 4

1. Problem is written on the center of the
board

2. Each team/ member generates ideas to
find the causes of the problem

3. Each team/ member is encouraged to
give more and more ideas

4. Ideas are written on a small piece of
paper (normally 3” x 5”)

5. Each paper is placed on the board
around the problem

6. Team study and categories the similar
ideas by consensus

7. Ideas are reduced to a workable number
of ideas and a border line is drawn
around these ideas

How to make Affinity Diagram

1. Modification of traditional Brainstorming
method

2. Technique to generate ideas and linkup
with other ideas to form common ideas

3. Facilitates breakthrough thinking and
stimulate fresh ideas

4. Effective tool for cutting through
confusion and bringing a problem clearly
into view

5. Widely used in the sorting stages
6. Develops consensus and team sprit

among the members/ teams

Affinity Diagram

1. Do not rush to write the cards. First, discuss the problem thoroughly to
ensure a common understanding of it

2. Say whatever comes to mind, using normal everyday language
3. Do not criticize or oppose other people ideas
4. Consider what lies behind the words on the cards not literal meaning
5. Do not simply combine statements on the data cards-try to capture

their essence in a single statement

Key points in constructing the Diagram
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B) RELATION DIAGRAM

The Relation Diagrams are used for finding appropriate solution strategies by clarifying the
causes of the problem using why, why technique.

Figure 5 below illustrates the Relation Diagram

Figure 5

C) TREE DIAGRAM

Tree Diagrams are drawn to develop a succession of strategies/ means for achieving an
objective (target, goal or result) systematically and logically.

Constructing this diagram yields specific guidelines for solving a problem. Tree Diagrams are
also classified as strategy-development or component development diagrams.

Activity normally carried out after Affinity
Diagram
1. Place the problem in the center
2. Write primary causes of the problem

round it
3. Determine the secondary, tertiary, 4th &

5th level causes by repeating why, why
about 5-times

4. Review the whole diagram and
systematically explore the relationships
among these causes

5. Many causes at 4th & 5th stage may have
the common reasons

6. Combine such reasons to reach the root
cause of the problem

How to make Relation Diagram

Also known as Interrelationship Diagraph

1. Technique for clarifying the complex
issues by considering the numerous
possible causes

2. Useful tools for finding appropriate
strategies by relating different causes of
a problem

3. Enables to identify the root causes of the
problem

Relation Diagram

1. Start by using the results of Affinity Diagram (if used)
2. If the discussion gets bogged down, restart it by

employing the why-why technique (i.e., by repeatedly
asking, why)

3. Ensure that all the group members join in constructing
the diagram and can make similar statements about it

4. Whenever possible, quantify the cause-and-effect
relationships with numerical data

5. Place more emphasis on identifying root causes
(fourth level to seventh level)

Key points in constructing the Diagram
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Figure 6 illustrates Tree Diagram

Figure 6

D) MATRIX DIAGRAM

Matrix Diagrams enable the data based on ideas to be employed effectively for examining the
relationships.

They clarify the relationship among the different elements based on verbal data (attribute
data) like the scatter diagrams show the correlation between different parameters based on
numerical data (variable data)

Write the objective on the left side

1. Think different strategies to achieve
these objectives in the form of primary
branches

2. Again think different means to
accomplish these strategies in the form
of secondary branches

3. In this way keep on stratifying till you find
easy solutions of a bigger problem

How to make Tree Diagram

Also known as Systematic Diagram

1. Provides different means to accomplish
the goal

2. Identify primary, secondary & tertiary
means by using “how can we achieve
this” approach to solve the problem

3. Stratifies the bigger problem into its
smaller components

4. Makes solution relatively easier

Tree Diagram

1. Try to compose a group whose members have
diverse backgrounds and experience

2. Use brainstorming, particularly when creative ideas
are needed

3. When setting the basic objective for a Tree Diagram,
be sure it is compatible with the purpose

4. Make sure all the necessary means of achieving the
objective have been included

5. Eliminate any unnecessary means and rewrite any
that are poorly expressed

6. Develop the means for achieving the basic objective
to a level at which they can actually be implemented

Key points in constructing the Diagram
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Figure below illustrates Matrix Diagram

Figure 7

EXAMPLE

AFFINITY DIAGRAM, RELATION DIAGRAM, TREE DIAGRAM AND MATRIX DIAGRAM

his is the actual example covered during the learning of Seven New QC Tools in the
PQM training course held in Yokohama JAPAN in September 2001. I was one of the

member of the group who took part in preparing the Affinity Diagram, Relation Diagram, Tree
Diagram and Matrix Diagram. The group chose the topic themselves with the consent of
Japanese Professor as “There are many incidents of customer’s complaints due to poor
product quality”. Our group consisted of most of the people from production units. The group
discussed the different causes of poor product quality. The problem was written in the center
and the ideas given by each member were placed around the problem then group studied
and categorized the similar ideas by consensus and then the single statements of similar

T

1. Suppose vertical axis is labeled with
different strategies to be achieved

2. The horizontal axis are labeled with the
units involved in implementing those
strategies

3. Draw the vertical and horizontal lines of
the matrix

4. For each intersection where rows and
columns meet, examine the cell and
insert a symbol to indicate relationship

5. Responsibility of different areas
becomes visible

6. Columns like Efficiency and Practicability
can be added to rank the importance of
the activity

How to make Matrix Diagram

1. Two dimensional array of columns and
rows whose intersections are examined
to determine the relationship

2. Used to systematically analyze the
correlation between two sets of attribute
data

3. Sets of data are compared in rows and
columns

4. Where rows and columns meet
relationship code like strong weak or no
relation can be inserted

5. Explores relationship among the
attributes of rows and columns

Matrix Diagram

1. Obtain problem-solving ideas by studying the
relationships between the vertical and horizontal
elements

2. Solve problems effectively by using the intersections
on the matrix diagram as starting points

3. Be as objective as possible when assessing the
strength of relationships

4. Obtain a consensus among large numbers of people
with experience of the topic

Key points in constructing the Diagram
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ideas was formed. The figure below shows the ideas and then the single statement formed
for similar ideas with dotted lines.

Figure 8

So the four primary causes of the problem were found by consensus.

After the construction of Affinity Diagram, the group constructed the relation diagram of the
same problem ”there are many customer’s complaints due to poor product quality”.

The four primary causes already determined through the Affinity Diagram are placed around
the problem. Now why-why technique is used to determine Secondary, Tertiary, Fourth and
Fifth level causes.
For example one of the primary cause was that personnel are not quality conscious. Now in
why-why technique we question ourselves

“why workers are not quality conscious?”
the answer which comes to the mind of most of the members is that
No training is given on quality awareness to them
then next question is
“why quality awareness training is not given to them?”
the answer is
there are not enough resources for this training
then again next question is

- Raw material is sub-standard
- No incoming inspection
- Sub-contractors are not chosen properly
- Poor quality of raw materials
- Cheaper raw materials are being used

Poor Subcontractor Material

- Operators are making mistakes
- Inspectors do not check the quality

during production
- Workers do not care about the product

quality
- No quality training

Personnel are not Quality
Conscious

High incidents of
customer’s complaints
due to poor product
quality

- Any other operator is asked to do the job
when the actual operator is absent

- Leave rules are very relaxed
- There are not enough skilled operators
- There are no alternative operators
- No incentives for good attendance

Employees Absenteeism

- Actual standards are not available
- Final inspection is very poor
- No calibration of the equipment
- Inspection methods are very poor
- Defective products not segregated
- Inspection & testing equipment are old &

inaccurate

Defective products are reaching
the customers
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“why there are not enough resources for quality training?”
the answer comes to be
because of poor management support for this function
again next question is
”why there is poor management support for this function?”
the answer comes out
because facts and data are not provided to the management

If the management is provided a numerical data based on the losses incurred due to poor
product quality in terms of money, definitely they will be convinced to spend a reasonable
amount on training.

As we employed the why-why technique to other primary causes, we were surprised to reach
the same answer that is “no facts and data are provided to management”, which is the root
cause of the problem. So relation diagrams helps us to find the root cause of the problems.
See figure 9.

Figure 9

Now after finding the root cause of the problem through “Relation Diagram” it was supposed
that the management would be convinced after the facts and data are presented to them. So
now the objective of the organization is “to eliminate/ reduce the incidents of customer’s
complaints by improving the product quality”. Now how to proceed to achieve this objective.
For this Tree Diagram is very effective instrument

High incidence of
customer complaints
due to poor product
quality

Personnel are not
quality conscious

Poor subcontractor
material

Defective products
are reaching the

customers

Employee
absenteeism

No training on quality
awareness

Not enough resources

Poor management
support

No facts or data
presented to
management

Poor incentive system

Good subcontractors
are costly

Subcontractors are not
chosen properly

Final inspection is poor

Insufficient training of
inspectors

Inaccurate inspection
equipment
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So a Tree Diagram is prepared to find the strategies to achieve this goal by using “How can
we achieve this approach”. See figure 10

Figure 10

The objective/ goal is written on the left side, then strategies to achieve these objectives are
written in the form of primary branches. Then different means to accomplish these strategies
are written in the form of secondary branches. Now once the means to achieve the goals are
decided through “Tree Diagram”, the next step would be to assign the responsibilities for
achieving these means. A Matrix Diagram is perhaps the most suitable tool for this. So a
Matrix Diagram was drawn for this purpose. The means to be achieved are written along one
axis and the different departments (responsible to implement these means) are written along
the other axis. Then where rows and columns meet each other, the involvement of this
department to achieve that mean is examined and a sign for principal or subsidiary
responsibility is placed accordingly. The cell is left blank if this department has no
involvement achieving that mean. In this way responsibilities of each department become
visible.

To eliminate/ decrease the
incidence of customer
complaints due to poor
product quality

Select better suppliers

Check reputed ones

Conduct supplier audits

Chose one with better
quality system

Establish quality
awareness programs

Provide training

Select good trainers

Allocate training budget

Implement incentives
for perfect attendance

Full attendance award

Motivate/ create interest
in work

Display attendance
performance

Improve final inspection

Improve inspection &
testing equipment

Provide training for
inspectors

Strengthen the
inspection method
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The first three columns are added just to prioritize the tasks, these columns show the
practicability and effectiveness of implementing that mean. If the implementation seems to be
very practical and also very effective then it is given Rank 1. If it is quite practical and very
effective then it is given Rank 2 and if it is very practical and quite effective then it is given
Rank 3 and if it is quite practical and quite effective then it is given Rank 4. See Fig 11.

Responsibility
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Check reputed ones << oo 3 ;; ;; ΤΤ
Conduct supplier audits oo << 2 ;; ΤΤ ;;

Check with better quality system << << 4 ;; ΤΤ ;;

Provide training on quality awareness oo oo 1 ;; ;; ΤΤ
Select good trainers << << 4 ;; ;; ΤΤ
Allocate training budget << oo 3 ;; ;; ΤΤ

Full attendance award oo oo 1 ΤΤ ;; ;;

Motivate/ create interest in the work << << 4 ;; ;; ΤΤ
Display attendance performance << oo 3 ;; ;; ΤΤ

Improve inspection & testing equipment << oo 3 ;; ΤΤ ;; ;;

Provide training for inspectors oo << 2 ΤΤ ;;

Strengthen the inspection method << oo 3 ;; ΤΤ

   Efficacy/ practicability         Responsibility

oo Good

<< Satisfactory

Scoring Key

oo  oo  = 1     <<   oo = 3

oo  <<  = 2     <<    <<  = 4

ΤΤ  Principal

;; Subsidiary

Figure 11
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E)    PRIORITY MATRIX

It is just a kind of matrix in which same attributes/ strategies/ tasks are written both
horizontally and vertically. Then instead of finding relationship among two different attributes,
the importance of horizontally placed attributes is compared with the vertically placed
attribute. In this way the importance of each task when compared to all other tasks become
visible. This type of matrix is drawn when there are many tasks but there are not enough
resources. So instead of just thinking which tasks are more important, the Priority Matrix is
drawn. See figure 13

Figure 12

EXAMPLE OF PRIORITY MATRIX

here can be a number of requirements when you are going to buy a new car but just for
the sake of easy understanding of how to make a Priority Matrix only four attributes of a
car are chosen for prioritization. These are superior sound system, fully automatic

windows, fuel economy and four wheel drive.

Now these items are written on both sides of a matrix as shown in figure 13 horizontally the
importance of each item is compared with the importance of all other items by giving points to
each cell where rows and columns meet each other according to the point system given in
figure 13. Then the points for each attribute are added horizontally. The score shows the
overall comparative importance of this item. Then suppose you have to choose between a
vehicle of fully automatic windows and four wheel drive and the other having fuel economy
and superior sound system, then instead of thinking just compare the total points (sum of the
scores for the two attributes) as follows:

T

Write all the tasks/ strategies/ attributes desired
along both the horizontal and vertical axis in the
form of matrix

1. Draw the horizontal & vertical lines of the
matrix

2. For each intersection where rows and
columns meet. Compare the importance of
horizontally placed task/ strategy/ attribute
over the vertically placed task/ strategy/
attribute

3. Give points based on the point system for
each cell

4. Add the points for each task/ strategy/
attribute horizontally and write in the total
column

5. The total points reflect the comparative
importance of each task/ strategy/ attribute

How to make Priority Matrix

Priority matrix is used when

1. There are more tasks than available
resources

2. Numerous possibilities/ multiple choices
exists

3. Selection criteria is complicated
4. Prioritizing between several viable

options

Priority Matrix
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Fully automatic windows and four wheel drive = 0.4 + 30.0 = 30.4

Fuel economy and superior sound system = 5.2 + 20.2 = 25.4

So the obvious choice will be the first option, which has more points

Superior
sound system

Fully
automatic

Fuel
economy

Four wheel
drive Total 1 èè  Equally important

Superior sound
system X 5 1/10 1/10 5.2 5 èè  More important

Fully
automatic 1/5 X 1/10 1/10 0.4 10 èè  Much more important

Fuel
economy 10 10 X 1/10 20.2 1/5 èè  Lesser important

Four
wheel drive 10 10 10 X 30.0 1/10 èè  Much lesser important

Figure 13

F)    ARROW DIAGRAM

Imagine that you have used a Tree Diagram or a Matrix Diagram to decide on the best
possible strategies for solving a problem. The next question that arises is when and in what
order to perform the numerous operations required to implement these strategies. Arrow
diagrams are useful for planning this kind of action. They show the sequence and
relationships among different activities effectively. They also indicate how altering one
operation will effect the other and which activities are critical to the time schedule and which
have some slack or spare time. The figure below describes arrow diagram.

      Figure 14

1. Define the objective of Arrow Diagram
2. Discuss the objective and list all the activities

necessary for achieving it
3. Write on a large sheet of paper from left to

right in the order in which the activity must be
completed

4. Remove any unnecessary or duplicate activity
5. Review to add any activity that has been

omitted
6. Find the path with the greatest no. of activities

and place it along the center line
7. Arrange parallel activities in their correct

sequence and connect these to the central
path

8. Once the position of all the activities is
finalized, put the arrows and circles for each
activity

How to make Arrow Diagram

Also known as Activity Network diagram

1. Similar to critical path method (CPM)
2. Who is going to do what and when?
3. What can be done in parallel & what can

be done only in series?
4. Planning Aid for construction projects &

large manufacturing units

Arrow Diagram

1. Express each task by a unique pair of nodes
2. Do not use redundant dummies, as this leads to

unnecessary complexity
3. Try to find as many of the tasks that can be per formed in

parallel as possible
4. Use positive integers for the node numbers and ensure that

each task’s starting node number is lower than its finishing
node number

5. Ensure that the diagram shows the correct sequence of
tasks

Key points in constructing the Diagram
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EXAMPLE ARROW DIAGRAM

Figure below shows an Arrow Diagram for building a Q.C classroom. The diagram shows the
sequence of activities and what can be done in parallel. The number written below the lines
shows the time required in carrying out that activity.

Figure 15 Arrow Diagram

The diagram shows that

Activity 2 can only be completed after the completion of Activity 1.

Activity 10 can only be completed after the completion of Activities 8 & 9.

Activity 12 can only be completed after the completion of Activity 5, 7, 10 & 11.

G)     PROCESS DECISION PROGRAM CHARTS

PDPCs are used for planning the activities needed to solve problem when information is
incomplete or the situation is fluid and hard to forecast. Examples include planning an R & D
project, mapping out countermeasure against long-term chronic problems, and planning a
sales campaign.

A PDPC consists of a series of steps linked in sequence. Its goal is to depict the events and
contingencies likely to occur when progressing from a starting point to one or more final
outcomes.

1 2 3 4

5

6 11 12

7

8

9

3

  1   2 1 3    4      1

5

2  2

  1

Lay
Foundations

Construct
Walls Roofing

Decorate
Exterior

Install Fixtures
& Fittings

Finish off
Interior

Inspect &
Hand over

Woodwork

Plumbing
10

Decorate
Interior
Walls

Electric
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It is unusual to keep a PDPC the same all the way through a project. The idea is to update it
continually to take account of fresh contingencies and deal with unexpected obstacles as the
situation evolves and new facts come to light. Figure below illustrates PDPC.

Figure 16

1. Select a project that appears difficult to
implement

2. Identify the starting situation and any
constraints

3. Start from the left side move to the right side
in term of the frame

4. Write the activities necessary to reach the
goal and the potential problems to perform
these activities

5. Prepare contingency plan by considering
each problem discuss what actin is needed to
that problem

6. See whether the contingency plans are
adequate if not keep on adding the
information till you achieve a satisfactory
PDPC

How to make PDPC

1. Tool for anticipating uncertainties
2. Contingency Plans for what could go

wrong
3. Resemble FMEA
4. List the possible problems
5. Decide measures to be taken to solve

those problems
6. Very useful when starting new procedure

or project

Process Decision Program
Chart

1. Continue updating the PDPC as the situation unfolds
2. Start at the beginning and construct the diagram by

moving in time
3. Occasionally, you may have to loop back and start

again from the beginning
4. Feedback loops may be created, forming closed

arrow diagrams in parts of the PDPC

Key points in constructing the Diagram
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EXAMPLE PDPC FOR HOLDING IN-HOUSE SEMINAR ON SEVEN NEW QC TOOLS

Figure 17 PDPC

4- TIPS FOR SUCCESSFULLY USING THESE TOOLS

The mental attitudes required by anyone thinking of using the Seven New QC Tools is to be
keenly aware of the problem and extremely eager to solve it. Anyone using the tools must
first be highly motivated. Without this, the tools will be of little avail. The following four points
are particularly important for the abilities needed to use the tools skillfully.

4.1- Understand problem

4.2- Select right tool for job

4.3- Obtain appropriate verbal data

4.4- Interpret analytical results

Reserve
venue

Seek more
spacious

venue

Found

Not found

Check
facilities

Available

Not available Arrange

Distribute
application

Too many
applicants

Too few
applicants

Plan
Seminar

Selection
criteria

Designate from each area

Ask managers to reduce

Put applicants for next course

Ask managers to nominate

Designate from each area

Inform people about usefulness

Arrange
outside

instructor

Suddenly
become

unavailable

Arrange substitute instructor

Internal trainer acts as instructor

Arrange
course
material

Get from training institute

Use some books in tools

Prepare training material

Too much to cover

Too short to cover

Increase time

Reduce course
material

Decrease time

Add examples/
 exercises

Arrange
spare

generator

Working

Not working

Arrange fuel
and operator
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4.1 UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM

When solving a problem using the Seven New QC Tools, it is essential to know exactly which
stage of the problem-solving process you have reached. These are three stages to the
solution of a problem:

1. Stage 1 – The problem requiring a solution is still unclear. At this stage, various
minor events are occurring, but it is still not obvious which constitutes the real
problem. The important action at this point is to find out exactly what issue
should be addressed.

2. Stage 2 – The problem is obvious, but its causes are unknown. The problem to
be tackled has taken shape by this stage, but it is still unclear why it has arisen.
Various possible causes must be explored and the true ones singled out.

3. Stage 3 – The problem and its causes are understood, but the required action is
not known. The problem and its causes are clear at this stage, but the specific
strategies required to solve the problem have still not been worked out. A
concrete plan must be developed.

4.2 SELECTING THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB

Be sure to choose the appropriate tool depending on whether you are at stage1, 2, or 3 of the
problem-solving process.

When you know which stage you have reached in solving the problem, the goals of your
analysis will become clear and you will be able to select the right tool and the correct method
of using it.

When faced with a stage-1 problem, collect verbal information on whatever is happening and
use an affinity diagram to structure it. This will enable you to identify the problem that must be
tackled.

For a stage-2 problem, choose a tool that will enable you to identify its causes. The relations
diagram is more appropriate when complex relationships exist among the many causes of a
single result. A matrix diagram is effective when there are many problems or effects and
these can be related in a row and column format to a list of causes.

For stage-3 problems, some method is needed to list and plan the activities required to solve
the problem. Ideas can be elicited by using a tree diagram to develop certain key points and
to generate a list of strategies intended to achieve a particular objective.

Once the requisite activities for solving the problem have been identified by these methods, it
becomes necessary to device a schedule for carrying them out. Use an arrow diagram for
this. When it is impossible to determine in advance everything that must be done, or when
certain decisions will depend on the outcome of previous activities, use the PDPC method to
develop and continually modify an initial plan.
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4.3 OBTAINING THE APPROPRIATE VERBAL DATA

Figure 18 illustrates how to collect verbal data. All the techniques listed in this figure are
important but the most being the group discussion technique.

Figure 18 Methods of Collecting Verbal Data

The following are some hints on gathering verbal data by group discussion

♦ Ensure a common understanding of the problem-solving

♦ Collect all data without bias or distortion

♦ Collect data that fits the objectives of the analysis

♦ Use the right kind of data for the right purpose. There are three types of verbal data:

q Facts. Factual observations expressed directly in words

q Opinions. Factual information colored by opinion

q Ideas. New concepts created by analyzing and reconstituting facts

Investigative techniques

Individual thinking techniques

Group thinking techniques

Collection
method

Direct observation

Literature search

Interviews

Recall

Reflection

Brainstorming

Group discussion
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Table below shows the usefulness of these three types of verbal data for different purposes.

Type of verbal data

Purposes of analysis

Facts Opinions Ideas

Structuring problem ΤΤ ;; <<

Investigating causes ΤΤ X X

Developing strategies << ;; ΤΤ

ΤΤ Strongly related       ;;  Related << Possibly related      X Not related

4.4 INTERPRETING ANALYTICAL RESULTS

It is essential to obtain the information needed for accomplishing the objectives, either from
the completed diagrams or from the process of completing them. To do this, you must think
about the information obtained. Some hints on this follow.

♦ Prepare a brief report summarizing the information obtained – when using the Seven New
QC Tools, never just construct the diagrams and leave it at that. Always make a record of
the findings obtained and conclusions drawn from the diagrams and the process of
constructing them, even if it is only a list of key points. This is particularly important when
using affinity diagrams or relations diagrams.

♦ Check whether the necessary data has in fact been obtained – Do not forget to check the
results of your analysis to ensure that you have actually obtained the data you need. If
you have not, it is due either to insufficient data or unskillful use of the tools. Discover the
cause and take appropriate action.

5- BENEFITS OF THESE TOOLS

i- Make possible to express verbal data diagrammatically
ii- Overall picture and fine details become visible
iii- Get more people involved
iv- Provide training in thinking and generating ideas
v- Raise people’s problem-solving ability
vi- Increase people’s ability to predict future events
vii- Build people self confidence
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viii- Strengthen creativity and originality
ix- Help to organize information
x- Eliminates errors and omissions
xi- Improve cooperation
xii- Improve planning

6. CONCLUSIONS

he Seven New QC Tools are definitely a very useful addition in the quality toolbox.
These tools are very useful in organizing the verbal data, solving the complex problems

and properly planning the jobs.

The organizations using these tools after clearly understanding and practicing it, will definitely
be benefited. The continuous use of these tools upgrades the personnel characteristics of the
people involved. It enhances their ability to think generate ideas, solve problem and do
proper planning. The development of people improves the internal environment of the
organization, Which plays a major role in the total Quality Culture.
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